
 



 

a picture, a movie? Right?” – a throwaway line to anyone else, but to us, a red flag. We 

are rarely together in public, so one always reports these red flags to the other. It’s how 

we’ve been able to stay on the run for thirteen years.  

Because I don’t look like anyone in any school I’ve ever attended, and I don’t 

know of any actresses who do either. Also, Mom makes me wear colored contacts to 

hide my violet eyes.  

I felt the pattern turn turn turn this morning. All I was doing was regular, a 

collection of meaningless morning actions: making toast – from bread I baked 

homemade – and steeping French-press coffee. Standing by the open window of our 

latest rental cottage, the bright morning sun heralded heat for the day. The sill was 

warm, so I set my hand there as I waited for the toast to pop. Something about my hot 

palm, the morning sun’s brightness, the scent of baking bread, the cozy closeness of the 

pantry’s galley counters … maybe all of it together aroused a buried memory. Whatever 

clicked the dread to descend, I felt the distinctive drop in my stomach, an 

acknowledgment that led to my heart racing. I saw the whole day roll out before me  

and held my breath – and this sickening anticipation always makes me want to hurl. 

 

 

1. The narrator doesn’t even care to remember the name of the state they are in right 

now because: 

A) It’s their tenth state; 

B) There are too many states in the United States; 

C) They often move and don’t plan to stay in one place; 

D) She doesn’t like the Midwest. 

2. What does the narrator mean when she says “pattern”: 

A) a curtain; 

B) the state; 

C) a similar situation; 

D) a strong fear. 

3. Some woman was staring at the narrator and her mom because: 

A) She thought she recognized them; 

B) She overfilled the gas in her car; 

C) She thought they were famous actresses; 

D) She forgot the place she was going to. 

4. The words “red flag” in this context mean: 

A) The red flag at the pizza place; 

B) A sign that they are in danger; 

C) A sign that they became popular actresses; 

D) A sign that they are in a public place. 

5. The narrator doesn’t like to be recognized because: 

A) shop assistants and children in the street will annoy her; 

B) she will have to give people autographs; 

C) she will have to avoid her favourite public places; 

D) it means that they will have to run away again. 



 

 6. A collection of meaningless morning actions mean: 

A) daily routine; 

B) morning exercises; 

C) making breakfast; 

D) looking at the sun. 

7. The narrator says that her buried memories were aroused by: 

A) the warm window sill; 

B) many different things; 

C) the sun; 

D) stomach ache. 

 

Задание № 2 

Заполните пропуски в тексте, выбрав правильный вариант из предложенных 

ниже. Запишите ответы в таблицу. Каждый правильный вариант ответа 

оценивается в два балла. Максимальное количество баллов – 12. 

 

Pancake Day is a favourite of children in the UK, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand and 

Canada. It is on this day they get to eat as many pancakes as they want – all smothered 

with 1_______________________. It is also called Shrove Tuesday. This is 

2___________________Ash Wednesday, the start of Lent. During 

3__________________, people used to fast and eat only 4_______________________. 

Things like eggs, milk and sugar had to be thrown away. Instead of wasting food, 

people traditionally used these ingredients to make pancakes. It became a mini 

celebration and people topped their pancakes with delicious things they could not eat 

5___________________. Few people nowadays 6_____________________. Shrove 

Tuesday and Pancake Day are not so well known in the United States. 

A. a religious holiday on the day before 

B. the 40 days of Lent 

C. for another 40 days 

D. fast for 40 days 

E. syrup, or lemon and sugar, or strawberry sauce 

F. the simplest of food 

 

        1         2         3         4        5         6 

                                            

 

Задание № 3 

Преобразуйте слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами после номеров так, 

чтобы они грамматически соответствовали содержанию текста. Заполните 

пропуски полученными словами. Запишите ответы в таблицу. Каждый 

правильный вариант ответа оценивается в четыре балла. Максимальное 

количество баллов – 24. 

 



 

1 When Sherlock Holmes met Doctor Watson, his friend 

and assistant, for the first time, he said;  "I see you 

__________ to Afghanistan" 

 

BE 

              

 

2 But how _________ he _________?   

KNOW 

 

              

 

3 Watson looked like a ________ and a military man.  

MEDICINE 

              

 

4 He had a dark skin, but his arms ______ white. His left 

arm was hurt. 

BE 

 

              

 

5 So Holmes concluded that he was an English army 

doctor, and he ___________ back from a hot country, 

with an injured arm. 

COME 

 

              

 

6 The only possible country at the time _____________ 

Afghanistan! "Elementary, my dear Watson!" 

 

 

BE 

              

 

 

Задание № 4 

Заполните пропуски, образуя нужную грамматическую форму слова в 

скобках. Занесите ответы в таблицу. Каждый правильный вариант ответа 

оценивается в один балл. Максимальное количество баллов – 20. 

 

 Almost every 16-year old has thought about … 1 (leave)  home. Many have been 

thinking about it, off and on, for …2 (year); some have been dreaming of … 3(depend) 

since they …4 (be)  twelve, or even … 5 (young). Leaving home is part of the teenage 

dream. 

   Recently, a survey of "Young People's Social Attitudes" … 6 (ask)  British teenagers 

for their opinions about leaving home. Forty-nine per cent of 12-15 year olds … 7 

(think)  that teenagers should be … 8 (allow) to leave home at the age of 16; another 

12% said 17, and 8%  … 9 (say) "when they want". Only 23% of young teenagers 

thought that they should be … 10 (oblige) to live at home until they were 18! 

    Yet the teenage dream  … 11 (seem)  to conflict with the experience of real life; 

when the same question … 12 (be put)  to 18 and 19-year olds, almost half … 13 

(reply) that teenagers should not leave home before the age of 18. 

    Nevertheless, leaving home is part of the process of … 14 (grow up). Many 



 

teenagers leave to go and study or train or look for a job in a … 15 (differ) town or city, 

returning home when the money runs out. Others leave because they just want to get 

out. Most, specially younger … 16 (one), are happy to go home again later; for a small 

number, leaving home is a definitive break. 

 Every year,  … 17 (thousand) of young people in Britain leave home in search of a … 

18 (good) or more exciting life; many of … 19 (they) go to London, attracted by the 

bright lights, the night life, the youth scene and the hope of finding work. 16-year olds 

who leave school with few or no qualifications find it very hard to get jobs; indeed, in 

some British cities, … 20 (particular)  in the North, finding work is almost impossible 

for unqualified people, specially young people. 

 

1  11  

2  12  

3  13  

4  14  

5  15  

6  16  

7  17  

8  18  

9  19  

10  20  

 

 

Задание № 5 

Заполните пропуски в тексте, используя слова данные ниже. Запишите 

ответы в таблицу. Каждый правильный вариант ответа оценивается в два 

балла. Максимальное количество баллов – 22. 

 

ring, coin, run,  known, next, familiar, hold, celebration, winner, intact, rich 

 

Shrove Tuesday and Pancake Day are not so well (1)…  in the United States. Americans 

are more (2)…  with Mardi Gras, which is also on the day before Ash Wednesday and  

is a very similar (3). Different countries (4)…  different events for Pancake Day. In 

England, some towns have pancake races. People must run a race with a frying pan and 

toss the pancakes as they (5)… The (6)… is the first person to cross the finishing line 

with a pancake that is still (7)….. In Newfoundland, Canada, the cook puts a ring or a 

(8)…  in the pancakes. The person who finds the coin will be (9) … and the person who 

finds the (10)… will be the (11)… to get married. 

 

1 Known 7 intact 

2 Familiar 8 coin 

3 Celebration 9 rich 

4 Hold 10 ring 

5 Run 11 next 



  


